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Abstract

Applying Transfer-Learning based on pre-trained language models has
become popular in Natural Language Processing. In this paper, we
present a weakly supervised Named Entity Recognition system that uses
a pre-trained BERT model and applies two consecutive fine tuning steps.
We aim to reduce the amount of human labour required for annotat-
ing data by proposing a framework which starts by creating a data set
that uses lexicons and pattern recognition on documents. This first noisy
data set is used in the first fine tuning step. Then, we apply a sec-
ond fine tuning step on a small manually refined subset of data. We
apply and compare our system with the standard fine tuning BERT
approach on large amount of old scanned document. Those documents
are North Sea Oil & Gas reports and the knowledge extraction would
be used to assess the possibility of future carbon sequestration. Fur-
thermore, we empirically demonstrate the flexibility of our framework
showing that it can be applied to entity-identifications in other domains.

Keywords: Neural-Networks, Weekly supervision, Name-Entity Recognition
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1 Introduction

Carbon sequestration in the North Sea is a way to reduce the global warming
to below 1.5°C. Several Northern European countries are currently engaging in
solutions to store carbon under the North Sea in old Oil & Gas reservoirs. One
of the difficulty in carbon storage is to entirely reassess the ancient reservoirs
by interpreting many documents such as end of well reports, or core laboratory
reports written during the long life cycle of the reservoir. Those documents
are very heterogeneous and many of them are accessible only thanks to OCR
techniques that do not provide clean data. In this case of study, the geologists
study the rock strata and categorize them given the information embedded in
those documents. Multiple analyses are performed in the domain of stratigra-
phy, that is the study of the physical and temporal relationships between rock
layers or strata.

For running this analysis, a source of information that is fundamental but
generally underused is the set of geological well reports accumulated and pro-
duced during the whole history of a reservoir. Before the digital transformation
of Oil & Gas industry, these analyses were run on a manually-converted subset
of these documents. Nowadays, thanks to cloud computing and new technolo-
gies, it could be possible to handle a large amount of heterogeneous data
and exploit a valuable source of historical information. Also, from the compu-
tational point of view, the analysis becomes more complex to evaluate, and
analysis needs all useful data to be considered.

Those documents are underused because the geologists and the petrophysi-
cists need to convert the information manually into structured tables. Usually,
from these structured tables, they can populate the numerical models. These
documents do not follow a given structure, and old documents are often writ-
ten by typewriters and are accessible thanks to OCR techniques that do not
provide clean data.

Name Entity Recognition (NER) [1] identifies the mentioned entities in
unstructured texts and classifies them into target categories. Extracting the
correct entities in the domain of the stratigraphy is capital information to
evaluate a reservoir. Referring to our context, we can select as classification
categories the period, the age, the era, the formation, etc. In the litera-
ture the performance of language models based on the Deep Neural Network
(DNN) transformers architecture has produced interesting results in infor-
mation extraction for many specific domains. The problem, however, is to
provide the network with the necessary amount of labelled data required for
the training phase. A recent state-of-the-art method for NER is to fine-tune
a pre-trained BERT model using a labelled dataset with the corresponding
entities we want to identify.

In our approach, we create this labelled dataset with a weakly supervised
approach by using lexicons and labelling functions. This labelled dataset can
be very large but also noisy as it comes from scanned documents and weak
supervision. The hyperparameters of this first stage will be adapted to the
”noisy” nature of the dataset. We then manually correct a very small subset
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of the noisy dataset and apply a second fine-tuning step with adapted hyper-
parameters. By comparing the results with a one-step fine-tuning approach,
including the manually corrected dataset, we show that this workflow improves
the results of precision by two (2) percentage points and recall by five (5)
points. Increasing 5 points in recall means gaining a huge amount of informa-
tion as we have massive data to process. We propose and test three language
models with a human-reviewed data set. We present results for three Name
Entity Recognition models, including a light version and compare with the
state-of-the-art fine-tuned BERT model. Our results show a precision of 90%,
recall of 96%, and F1 score of 93%. We finally provide some recommendations
to apply our approach in other domains.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the objec-
tives, and we identify the main contributions of our approach. In Section 3 we
introduce the fundamentals of our research focusing on the concepts related to
Name Entity Recognition. In Section 4, we detail our methodology. In Section 5
we present the evaluation of the methodology.

In Section 6 we discuss related work, and we compare this research to
the existing literature. Finally, in Section 7 we draw conclusions and some
limitations and open challenges that remain subject for future work.

2 Overview

The objective of this research is to build a Named Entity Recognition system
using Deep Neural Networks with a weakly supervised training process. To
avoid complex feature engineering or continuous labelling and extraction work
from the domain experts, we use a deep neural network-based approach. In
the context of interest, training data is not available and annotating data is a
labour-intensive task for geologists. To overcome such an obstacle, we decided
to rely on a distant supervision approach to create noisy labels using external
resources like regular expressions and dictionaries. It is a common scenario for
a geologist to extract information from a report using regular expressions. Each
regular expression identifies an entity and defines a sequence of characters that
is used as a search pattern in each report. Multiple chunks of text could match
the given search pattern, even text that is not a valid entity. The geologist
might not realize this mismatch and erroneous entities are commonly identified
(False-Positive). Such matches in NLP tools can produce alignment errors in
the labels. As a second scenario, suppose instead using dictionaries related
to the energy domain. The matching process should be straightforward and
precise. Even in this scenario, False-Positives are commonly produced because
of polysemy: words in the entity dictionary might be used in another context
with a different meaning.

These two cases demonstrate that additional effort is required for cleaning
the results by using pure text matching to extract the final entities. This would
drastically hurt the system’s scalability. To solve this problem, we use training
data to build a deep neural network model that produces clean results and
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Tokens BIO BILOU

Diego B-PER B-PER
Armando I-PER I-PER
Maradonna I-PER I-PER
was O O
born O O
in O O
1960 B-DATE U-DATE

Tokens-entities: Diego Armando Maradona PERSON was born in

1960 DATE .

Table 1 Sequence to Sequence Task Classification.

helps us by the generalization capacity of language models to detect unseen
entities based on the contextual representation of their tokens.

The problem we introduced is studied in our domain but is common to
many domains [2, 3]. In Figure 1 we show an example where NER is presented
as a sequence classification task. Specifically, we treat it as a sequence-to-
sequence problem: given a token sequence (a sentence) as input, we produce
the corresponding sequence of labels as output.

The approach is flexible enough to incorporate new target entities without
labour-intense human annotation and sufficiently robust to reduce the neces-
sity of result post-processing. The methodology is composed of the following
steps:

1. The first step is the creation of a noisy training set for Named Entity Recog-
nition. Given a set of documents, we aim to facilitate the text extraction
task to generate a noisy training set on large data sets using dictionaries
and regular expressions. The goal is to build an approach that can be run
on distributed processing frameworks.

2. Given a noisy training set, we aim to use transfer learning to evaluate
different DNN models incorporating contextual representations and using
training techniques to avoid learning the noisy labels.

3. Given a set of pre-trained language models we want to evaluate the per-
formances using a test set reviewed by human annotators. The evaluation
shall be done having precision, recall and F1 score as metrics adapted for
sequence evaluation.

2.1 Contributions

Given the described challenges, the methodology steps, and the technical
constraints, our research achieves the following contributions:

1. The definition of a Named Entity Recognition System, establishing a
baseline for future model benchmarking.

2. The implementation of a distributed framework enables data labelling using
NER annotation schemas (like BIO and BILOU).
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3. The implementation of a detailed two fine-tuning process of a pre-trained
BERT model using in the first step, a large and noisy dataset created auto-
matically and in the second step a small and clean human reviewed dataset.
The hyperparameters are adapted in each step to fit the specific nature of
each training data.

4. The evaluation of the approach utilizing sequence evaluation criteria from
CoNLL (precision, recall, and F1 score adapted for text sequences) against
human-reviewed data sets.

Furthermore, the same pipeline can be applied to other domains without
a huge effort by changing the dictionaries and regular expressions.

3 Background

The main task of this project is to generate a framework to facilitate noisy data
set creation, model training, and evaluation for a Named Entity Recognition
system. For this purpose in our domain, we focus on a set of entities whose
identification is a recurring challenge, given the nature of the geological reports.

An example of a well-report is shown in Figure 1. The text present in the
document is very noisy and difficult to interpret, even for a human reader.
Documents of this format are written at the end of the drilling process of each
well. The document contains critical information to assess a reservoir. When
the interpretation of the reservoir is performed during the drilling process, the
interpretation of the reported data is handled in real-time by humans. When we
need to reassess reservoirs, for example, for evaluating carbon capture storage
capabilities, wells were drilled decades ago, and the geologist cannot reread
them to assign the information to thousands of wells. That is why we need to
create models to perform the task automatically.

The text annotation pipeline uses external resources, matching lexicons in
dictionaries, and regular expression patterns. The proposed approach avoids
complicated pre/post-processing to provide positive examples for training.

To define the scope of this project, we selected a variant of useful entities
to study similar scenarios like the ones proposed by [4]. In the following part
of the section, we present each entity and the challenges that we commonly
find in its identification process.

Defined Named Entities

An effective analysis must include entities that are: evident from the model,
highly noisy, characterized by a limited number of possible instances and
finally, entities that could be easily confused between them. Thanks to our
methodology we expect to have good accuracy in all of them, but we also
aim to detect which are the type of entities that remain challenging to define
the future work in this project. The list of entities we are focused on in this
presentation are:
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Fig. 1 An example of an end of well report scanned and converted to pdf format. We man-
ually highlighted the various entities we would like to identify such as the depth interval,
the formation, the well id and the age.

(1) Well Identifier End of wells reports describe all the studies for one
particular well. For instance, 30/2a-8 is a typical well identifier (well id
entity) in the nomenclature of the north sea region. Regular expressions are
flexible enough to detect those entities, but we will also detect many noisy
labels. For this kind of entity, we want to avoid post-processing operations,
improve the quality of the results and generalise the identification (i.e., the
USA uses different nomenclature for well identification).

(2) Period, age & epoch The geologic time scale is the “calendar” for
events in Earth’s history. It subdivides all time into named units of abstract
time called eons, eras, periods, epochs, and ages. age and period entities
are almost well-defined dictionaries, we expect high-performance detecting
them. The epoch entity has a specific challenge as it comes from a dictionary
containing both unique names and general terms (i.e., early, late, lower,
etc.). We aim that in the sentence the drilling process started late,
the word late will not be identified as an epoch.

(3) Formation A geological formation consists of a certain amount of
rock strata with comparable geological properties. This formation entity is
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complex, with names ranging from rivers, areas, parks, towns or regions.

(4) Depth interval and interval Depth intervals represent the bound-
aries of the formations. They usually follow a pattern of number unit to/-/and
number unit measure reference. The unit could be feet or meters, with
their variations (i.e., ft, ’, ”, mt or m). measure reference is the refer-
ence point or type of the depth (i.e., True Vertical Depth (TVD), Measure
Depth (MD), etc.). We also introduced a more relaxed entity, the interval
that follows a similar pattern to the depth interval but without unit and mea-
sure reference. Since it is a flexible entity, it leads to False Positives, but it
helps the model to identify some depth intervals that would be lost otherwise.

4 Methodology

In this section we describe our methodology from the labels generation to the
training process of the DNN. Afterwards, we present a more in-depth study
for the DNN’s training process and finally explain how we use pre-trained
language models to accomplish our downstream task.

Fig. 2 Implementation pipeline.

An overview of the methodology is presented in Figure 2. It involves mul-
tiples stages, starting with the data set creation and finishing with the model
training and evaluation.

(1) The lack of labelled training data has limited the development of NLP
tools. We use distant supervision resources (dictionaries & regular expressions)
to create labelled data in a semi-automatic way. This removes the need for
intense manual data labelling. The problem is that we get not only True-
Positive but also False-Positive examples.

(2) Since we are going to use a noisy data set, we clean part of the labels
with an annotation tool to generate a proper evaluation and test set. Notice
that we don’t annotate from scratch but review the semi-automatic generated
labels. We just correct enough examples to control the training process and
evaluate the final results.
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(3) We used noisy samples to train the model with most of the default
parameters, varying the batch size and learning rate. Each batch contains a
random number of clean and noisy examples.

(4) According to [4] and [5], using the recommended parameters should be
enough. Still, we monitor the training process with a small clean evaluation
set to detect in which case the noisy examples start to be learnt by the neural
network. In theory, we should see fluctuating loss and performance metrics for
the evaluation set.

(5) The output model is selected on the basis of the sequence evaluation
performance.

4.1 Noisy data set creation

Fig. 3 Spark NLP implementation pipeline

One of the driver elements in our methodology is the data set creation.
Without labelled data we follow a weak supervision approach using dictionaries
and regular expressions. Our data set creation pipeline is detailed in Figure 3.

We remove newline characters and normalize the text to avoid rare char-
acters produced by the OCR system. We then tokenize the text and run a
sentence detector model.

The matcher component finds the corresponding chunks where the dictio-
nary or regular expressions match the specific sentence. Lexicons were collected
from different internal applications where stratigraphic units are used to
describe well logs. However, public information like Wikipedia’s taxonomies or
specific knowledge bases is commonly used as data sources in such applications.

The matches are then converted into token-level labels. When we have
overlapped labels, we have to keep the longest match. Here it is crucial to keep
the text alignment with the labels, always keeping one label for each token.

Finally, we built an exporter to save BIO/BILOU files.
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4.2 Overcoming noisy labels effect

In this section we present our steps to train the DNN avoiding the noise
overfitting.

First of all, to reduce some of the negative effects of label errors, we use
language models, which means that not only the entity influences the learning
process but also the context in which it appears. Under this scenario, noisy
examples are harder to be learnt. Not all of them follow one common usually
perfect pattern as clean examples do. As additional bias they occur in sim-
ilar contexts: the representation is then not as close as the clean examples.
Batch size and learning rate are fundamental hyperparameters in our context
as already stated by [4, 6]. We deeply rely on the straightforward approach
explored by [4]. The authors demonstrated that larger batch sizes are better
to overcome the effect of noisy data labels. The authors argue that the nega-
tive impact of uncorrelated or less correlated noise types is diminishing since
updates caused by noisy samples are overwhelmed by gradient updates from
clean samples. [6] got similar results, observing that DNN trained on noisy
labelled datasets with a high learning rate do not memorise noisy labels.

4.2.1 Two-step fine-tuning

[4] suggests that learning with big batch size is enough to mitigate the noise
effect. We follow this approach using also a clean evaluation set. This enables
to monitor the training evolution to ensure the best hyperparameters config-
uration for removing noise. Finally, we select the batch size that presents the
most consistent behaviour during training. To avoid noise overfitting, we might
need to use an early stopping of the training process. We consider this as an
adaptation step towards all our domain-specific language where we learn sim-
ple entities and patterns. However, if the model does not learn noisy labels it
might also be having lousy performance in the difficult to learn patterns, or
confusing similar classes like INTERVAL and DEPTH INTERVAL. In such a
case, we plan to run a second fine-tuning stage with regular supervision. It is,
having a small training set with clean examples and using traditional hyperpa-
rameters to refine the details that might be missing during the first fine-tuning
stage. Moreover, we want to evaluate if applying this methodology, we can
change the behaviour in the polysemy problem. We expect to influence the
algorithm and to see some changes in the predictions for words like lower and
late in the EPOCH entity as the primary example. Additionally, since we are
in a transfer learning setting, we use some clean and reliable negative exam-
ples to execute a second fine-tuning stage. We intend to evaluate if this helps
the model improving the details that might be excluded during the first fine-
tuning phase. In this second step we must avoid the forgetting problem [7]. We
do this with following strategy: regardless of the errors, we won’t target any
particular entity but randomly select examples to learn the details. We want
to keep the clean training set small, with a similar size to the validation set.
Such training set has examples from all the previously learned entities. We are
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Entity
Noisy
set

Clean
set

Eval
set

Test
set

WELL ID 15754 125 151 345
FORMATION 18424 159 167 381
INTERVAL 9218 93 83 189
EPOCH 19366 166 156 360
AGE 11243 130 118 280
PERIOD 7416 79 87 166
DEPTH INT 4258 40 56 92

TOTAL 85679 792 818 1813
Table 2 Data sets for training.

not incorporating a new named-entity or a completely different context. This
two-step fine-tuning strategy works even better in more complicated scenar-
ios, where the original training data is not available. Hence, we don’t expect
any drawback from using it in this more convenient environment.

5 Evaluation

The architecture of the system is provided in Figure 2. For the project imple-
mentation, we use PySpark in a Kubernetes cluster deployed on Google Cloud
Platform. For the data set creation, we used a cluster with 16 GB in the driver
node and 4 workers with 8GB RAM each. The training process was done in
one single node with 64GB RAM without GPU.

Specifically, we use Spark NLP for weak data labelling and train the models
using Transformers (PyTorch version). The number of resources assigned to
the project varied according to the cluster state or the executed task. Our
normal configuration for the cluster was with 32GB of memory in the driver
node and four executors with 8GB each.

The output from the lexicons and regular expressions were cleaned and
cross-validated by two engineers using Doccano. Complex examples were veri-
fied with domain experts. The reports are publicly available on the Oil and Gas
Authority website [8]. The pre-processing code and the OCR were performed
by Schlumberger and are not publicly available. The training process was done
using the public available HuggingFace Transformers training process with the
described hyperparameters. We track our experiments using Weights&Biases
(W&B).
Data sets We collected examples from one thousand different geological
reports with more than seven million tokens. We executed the automated noisy
data labelling pipeline and we got more than 125,000 sentences with approx-
imately 227,000 entities. However, we did not use the entire data set for our
proof of concept. We randomly selected sentences to create the training and
evaluation sets. For the noisy training, clean training, and test set we selected
respectively 50000, 500, and 1000 sentences.

We present the entities and the number of instances in Table 2.
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Evaluation Results Across all the experiments we use seqeval [9], a frame-
work for sequence labelling evaluation following the CoNLL-2000 shared task
data guidelines. Instead of evaluating token by token, the sequence is evalu-
ated based on complete detected named entities. The framework also takes into
account class imbalance, ignoring, for instance, the tokens that are not entities
labelled as O. We focused our experiments in testing several models using dif-
ferent batch sizes and learning rates as described in the methodology section,
evaluating its effect in the fine-tuning steps. For other hyper-parameters, we
used the recommended values suggested in [10], with sequences of maximum
128 tokens. Note that we use BERT-Base-Cased like models because we have
a lot of capitalized names or upper case codes in our documents.

Figure 4 shows the results over three models: BERT [10] and the Hugging-
Face distilled version of BERT and RoBERTa [11].

Fig. 4 Benchmark of three pre-trained models.

We could see that most of the time, the distilled version of RoBERTa is
outperformed by the BERT and the distilled BERT model in all metrics. Hence
we decided to focus on the BERT and distilled BERT model.

We present the performance of the two selected models in Table 3.
As explained in Section 3 the high performance in entities like

depth interval and period were expected, since these entities are consis-
tent with dictionaries or well-defined patterns. It helps us to evaluate that we
are not degrading the performance in the well-known consistent cases. Further-
more, with them, we evaluate the performance in other entities like interval
or formation, where the former is a pattern similar to other non-entities
tokens present in the text, and the latter comes from incomplete dictionaries.
The well id is the hardest entity to learn since they have an inconsistent pat-
tern that matches other tokens (i.e., section numbers and coordinates, which
can also appear without context).

To validate the advantage of using the two-step fine-tuning approach, we
learned a single-step fine-tuning BERT model and the equivalent distilled
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Named Entity
d-BERT-64 St 1 d-BERT-64 St 2 BERT-64 St 1 BERT-64 St 2

Supp

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
DEPTH INT 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.98 0.96 92
FORMATION 0.90 0.86 0.88 0.84 0.90 0.87 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.85 0.91 0.88 381
WELL ID 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.90 0.96 0.93 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.91 0.96 0.94 345
AGE 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 280
PERIOD 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 166
INTERVAL 0.92 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.96 0.94 189
EPOCH 0.89 0.98 0.93 0.89 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.99 0.94 0.90 0.98 0.94 360

Table 3 Results for test set. DistilBERT and BERT with a BatchSize of 64. First and
second fine-tuning results

BERT model using the combination of the noisy and the clean training set as
a unique training data set. We present the performances of these models in
Table 4.

Bert Version Named Entity
Step 1 Step 2 Single-Step Supp

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Distilled Bert

DEPTH INT 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.96 0.98 0.97 92
FORMATION 0.9 0.86 0.88 0.84 0.9 0.87 0.90 0.86 0.88 381
WELL ID 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.9 0.96 0.93 0.62 0.64 0.63 345
AGE 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.98 0.97 280
PERIOD 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 166
INTERVAL 0.92 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.96 0.94 189
EPOCH 0.89 0.98 0.93 0.89 0.97 0.93 0.91 0.99 0.94 360
Micro avg 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.96 0.93 0.87 0.89 0.88 1813

Bert

DEPTH INT 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.95 0.98 0.96 0.92 0.98 0.95 92
FORMATION 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.85 0.91 0.88 0.90 0.87 0.89 381
WELL ID 0.46 0.48 0.47 0.91 0.96 0.94 0.72 0.74 0.73 345
AGE 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 280
PERIOD 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 166
INTERVAL 0.93 0.95 0.94 0.92 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.96 189
EPOCH 0.91 0.99 0.94 0.9 0.98 0.94 0.91 0.99 0.94 360
Micro avg 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.91 0.96 0.94 0.89 0.91 0.90 1813

Table 4 Results for test set with a batch size of 64. During Step 1 the models are trained
only with the noisy set, in Step 2 the resulted model from Step 1 is fine-tuned again using
a small cleaned training set. Single-Step is the fine-tuned results training the models with
the noisy and cleaned labels as a single training set

Result Discussion The two steps training method presents a slightly better
precision (2 percentage points improvement) than the single-step fine-tuning
BERT model. Furthermore, the two steps model training has, as expected, a
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better recall (up to 5 percentage points) given the fact that the longer train-
ing time for the single-step fine-tuning BERT model reduces its flexibility to
identify new entities.

We see that the second fine-tuning step improves the accuracy and precision
of the models. First, as shown in Table 3 the high performance was maintained
for the consistent entities, which was expected since the second training set
contains clean examples for all the entities. In other words, we introduced
examples of all entities avoiding the catastrophic forgetting problem.

Furthermore, the training set in the second step was focused on providing
cleaner examples for the well id and age. Therefore, it makes sense that it
helped the model predict multi-token well id. The second fine-tuning step
catches the full well id with proper boundaries, as shown in Table 5.

Token BERT ST1 BERT ST2

Well B-WELL ID B-WELL ID
13 22a B-WELL ID I-WELL ID

- B-WELL ID I-WELL ID
C29X O I-WELL ID
wellsite O O

Geological O O

Table 5 Example of multi-token WELL ID. The model fails to catch the full multi-token
WELL ID with only the first fine-tuned step but succeeds with the second fine-tuned step.

In a second round of analysis, we also evaluated the generalization capacity
of the models by testing non-existing ages such as Sylvanian or Renotian.
In the sentence “The late Sylvanian is...”, the token late was identified
as an epoch with a probability of 99% and Sylvanian as an age with a
probability of 70%. Notice that the model never saw Sylvanian as an example
before, but it appears with a similar structure to other age names, and in
the same sentence (context) there is an epoch (the word late), hence the
model classified it as an age. Nevertheless, it is only 70% confident about
the prediction (since it has never been seen before). In the sentence “I was

late for class”, the token late was NOT identified as an epoch by the
BERT ST2 model: it is the same token as a valid epoch, but the context is
not valid; therefore it has another meaning. It shows that the second training
step has a great potential to improve the capacity to remove the False Positives
introduced by words with multiple meanings.

6 Related Work

In this section, we illustrate related work starting from introducing the works
that generally studied Named-entity recognition. In the second part of this
section, we will analyze the approaches that treat NER using pre-trained word
representations. Finally, we will analyse the approaches used in Oil & Gas
Industry and other domains.
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Named-entity recognition systems have been studied and developed for
decades. Nevertheless, the methods using deep neural networks (DNN) have
only been introduced in the last decade [2], with recent special improve-
ments given the new capabilities with pre-trained models and transfer learn-
ing [2]. Models with pre-trained word representations The widely used
approach based on DNNs for NER was proposed in [12]. This model applies
a Convolutional Network Architecture to the token sequence. Posterior works
typically change the encoding part, which ranges from char-based, word-based,
and encoding additional features. Examples include predefined word repre-
sentation like word2vec, GloVe, or BERT or the explicit inclusion of suffixes
and prefixes. In this context [13] work focused on changing the CNN with a
bidirectional LSTM encoder. They do not perform any pre-processing; they
do not take into account morphological information from characters or words.
Instead, all features are learned by a CNN, achieving SOTA results. Other
approaches [14] take advantage of the usage of a large semantic database and
implement distant supervision: the relation classifier is trained using textual
features.

Some models are based on general word embeddings, that are fine-tuned
for NER. The original work, illustrated in [15], presented an F1 score of 92.2
over the CoNLL 2003 test set. [16] improves this result to 92.6 by using Cross-
View Training (CVT). The semi-supervised learning algorithm improves the
representations of a Bi-LSTM sentence encoder utilising a mix of labelled and
unlabelled data. Zalando Research has also made a great effort in providing
SOTA models, getting an F1 score of 92.86 over the same data set [17]. Using
the BERT base model(i.e. using the pre-trained embeddings) gives an F1 score
of 91. Fine-tuning the same model for NER, however, improves this score to
96.4. In 2019 the pooled version of the approach improved this score to 93.18
[17]. Energy Industry a NER for geosciences trained for the Chinese lan-
guage has been proposed by [18]. They use a generative model, building a
data set from seed terms without labelled data with good results. Another sys-
tem from geoscience is the Portuguese NER [1]. It defines the target entities
for the Brazilian sedimentary basins. They used a conventional approach with
three different embeddings configurations tested using a BiLSTM-CRF archi-
tecture. Some other approaches are focused on unsupervised clustering-based
technique to match attributes of a large number of heterogeneous sources as
also proposed in [19] to identify entities.

NER in other domains

NER is well studied in specific domains like medical data, neuroscience, or
scientific data. Bio-NER for the biomedicine field has named entities related
to RNA, protein, cell type, cell line, and DNA with different shared tasks.
Similarly to the general field, up to 2018 BiLSTM-CRF [20]

Noisy labels Label noise has always been an existing problem in machine
learning, due to the potential negative impact it has over classification as also
stated in [21].
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Since weakly supervised learning is gaining a huge attraction, dealing with
noise in Deep Neural Networks has become a highly active research field for
representation learning [22]. Most works focused on generating and aggregat-
ing synthetic noise to well-known data sets [4]. [5] identifies three different
approaches to mitigate the effect of noisy labels as widely described in [23–25].

7 Conclusion

Named Entity Recognition is the first fundamental step for Information
Extraction and Knowledge Base creation. The main objective of our research
was to build a NER System for the Oil & Gas industry. However, instead of cre-
ating one model for some specific entities in this domain, We aimed to explore a
methodology/framework that facilitates the creation of a Named Entity Recog-
nition system based on noisy data labels. The methodology is flexible enough
to incorporate new target entities without labour-intense human annotation
and sufficiently robust to enhance generalization. We create labels using dis-
tant supervision resources like dictionaries and regular expressions. Distant
supervision introduces noisy labels, translating mainly into False Positives in
the training set. To mitigate the effect of noisy labels, we followed a method
with three key elements: (1) Distributed processing - to enable the labelling of
bigger data sets than the ones we could have obtained with manual annotation.
(2) Transfer learning with pre-trained language models - to learn bidirectional
context representations in our domain-specific corpus (3) SOTA training tech-
niques - to avoid over-fitting the noisy examples. Furthermore, we proposed
a two-step fine-tuning approach that showed to be effective in improving the
prediction capacity in hard-to-learn named entities. We apply this model to
many domain documents from the north-sea and create a knowledge graph
that would be used to feed a model.

A similar approach could be applied in other domains where many docu-
ments are available. In such scenarios, distant supervision enables extracting
thousands of sentences with entities. Even with noise, bigger data sets and the
proposed training process will help the model to capture the regular context
where entities occur, helping to remove false positives even in domains with
polysemy challenges. As future work, we would like to explore the effect of the
size of the clean data set on the model performance following our approach.
This will allow us to provide clear recommendations on how much data has
to be cleaned for the second fine-tuning step. Moreover, as an extension of
our work, we can consider replacing the regular expressions and dictionary
approach with labelling and transformation functions like in Snorkel [3].
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